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HOW TO CHOOSEHOW TO CHOOSE
THE PERFECTTHE PERFECT

MALAMALA   
Searching for the perfect mala beads

could be overwhelming. Once you start

the search, you're going to find hundreds

of choices of colors, bead counts, some

with tassels, some with pendants, and

prices all over the place. There are

different intentions and mantras, and

different gemstone meanings that

correspond to every mala. That's why we

put together this mini guide to help make

it easier to find the right one for you, the

one that represents your true, highest

self.

Mala beads have been used for thousands

of years. They are a string of 108 beads

plus a guru bead. These are used during a

japa meditation, where a mantra is

repeated 108 times and the

beads are used as a counting tool.  Mala

beads are typically made from seeds,

wood or gemstones and there is meaning

associated with each one of these

materials. More people than ever before

are integrating malas into their spiritual

practice, it helps to encourage a feeling of

peace and calmness, plus they're beautiful

and full of meaning!
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In addition to using a mala during

meditation, many people are choosing

to wear their mala outside of this

practice. Because of what the

gemstones symbolize,  wearing them

throughout the day can help remind you

of the intentions and actions needed to

take during your daily life in order to

manifest your desires. It is

recommended to wear your new mala

every day for at least 30 days to connect

with your gorgeous new tool.

Red represents power, passion and

associated with the first/Root

chakra. 

Orange represents enthusiasm and

encouragement and associated with

the Sacral chakra. 

Yellow represents personal power

and self-esteem, and is associated

with the Solar Plexus chakra. 

Green represents compassion and

associated with the Heart chakra. 

Blue represents communication and

activates the Throat chakra. 

Purple represents intuition and

activates the Third Eye chakra. 

White represents innocence and

light, and activates the Crown

chakra. 

Black represents protection and

transformation. 

Different colors have different physical

and spiritual symbolism. For example: 

How to Choose your malaHow to Choose your mala

 With so many choices available, picking

the perfect one may seem like a

challenge.  As we mentioned before, you

can choose the perfect mala for you by

color, intention or gemstone meaning. 

 We recommend letting your intuition

guide you, but let's start with arguably

the easiest method, color.

ColorColor
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Image: Prosperous Protection
Pyrite,Peach Sunstone, Smoky Quartz
Available here 
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https://www.desertmoongem.com/product-page/prosperous-protection-yoga-meditation-mala-beads-108
https://www.desertmoongem.com/product-page/prosperous-protection-yoga-meditation-mala-beads-108


You may like the idea of choosing gemstones

that you are drawn to or that have meeting

through your zodiac sign or birth month.

Many people believe that wearing your 

birthstone will bring you good luck and is a

form of charm or talisman that can carry

special powers for the wearer. Some of the

traditional birthstones are not readily

available in "bead" form, such as diamonds.

Visit our page here  to see gemstone

meanings. 

Another consideration is whether you prefer

a  full 108 beaded mala, half size or wrist mala

and the size of beads, ie 6mm or 8mm are

most often used. This is a personal

preference; some people like the feel of a

larger beads between their fingers during

counting.

Zodiac or BirthstoneZodiac or Birthstone

Necklace or wrist malaNecklace or wrist mala

Intention or goalsIntention or goals

Mala beads that are made from sacred wood,

seeds such as Rudraksha, or gemstones all carry

specific energies. Every gemstone has a

different energetic resonance and these

properties can be harnessed to assist you with

your manifestation, intentions or spiritual goals.

Some examples of intentions could be

abundance, communication, growth, protection,

insight, love, and there are many more. Different

gemstones are better suited for intention

setting than others. In addition, you may

consider having a charm or pendant

representing a diety such as Lakshmi or

Ganesha.

Visit our page here to shop by intention. 

Use your IntuitionUse your Intuition

Everyone has intuition and using it can be

very helpful if you feel stuck deciding

between several different malas. It's easy to

second-guess the one that stands out to you

as you continue shopping, so using the tips in

this guide and utilizing your inner-knowing

can be a powerful tool. 

For assistance with developing this skill

further, start by closing your eyes, taking

some deep breaths (research different

breathing techniques like 2 stroke Trinity

breathing) and shift your mental focus away

from your thoughts to how you are feeling.

If you are still unsure which mala is right for you, please don't hesitate to reach out and contact us. We

would be happy to help you choose and can create a custom mala, just for you. w
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Do your research and be aware that not all
malas are created equally. Some things to
consider: 
Are the stones genuine & high quality without
dyes, pitting or flat spots?  Are they synthetic
glass/plastic? Is this important to you?
Are they knotted between each bead or

strung on a wire or elastic? This changes the

tactile experience during meditation and

creates a different look. If for some reason

your mala breaks, will the beads fall

everywhere?

Handmade/hand-knotted usually costs more
but is also more unique, thoughtful and higher
quality because of the time taken to assemble. 

PricePrice  

https://www.desertmoongem.com/stones
https://www.desertmoongem.com/stones
https://www.desertmoongem.com/stones
https://www.desertmoongem.com/stones


Once you receive your mala, you may choose to set your intention.

You can do this by finding a quiet space and setting aside about 15

minutes. Hold the mala in your hand, close your eyes, and do a

meditation about what your intentions are with the mala. Think

about your goals and what you desire. Then put on your jewelry

piece and you may also choose to do a second meditation for 5 to

10 minutes, repeating the chant Om Namah Shivaya. After this is

complete you can wear your mala every day for at least 30 days to

help connect to the piece. To use your mala for counting mantras

or chants during meditation, hold the beads with your thumb and

middle finger. Avoid using your index finger; it represents the ego.

Starting at the bead next to the guru bead pull each stone toward

you as you repeat a mantra until you reach the Guru bead. Do not

cross over the guru bead.

Using your new malaUsing your new mala

Direction of movement ,
not crossing over the

Guru bead

Malas aren't only beautiful, they can be a valuable addition to your

spiritual practice and growth.To create the reality you desire, you

just need to align yourself with the frequency of the things you

want. Wearing spiritual jewelry helps you to get in touch with your

higher self and move beyond your current limitations. Malas are a

convenient way to take your "healing" and "empowerment" with

you everywhere!

 

Our 108 malas will arrive in a jewelry box and include a storage

bag, sticker, affirmation card, Selenite stick for cleansing, jewelry

care card, gemstone information, a free gift and if you like, 4

interest free payments with Sezzle!  w
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